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Editorial
Dear readers
I have repeatedly drawn attention to the horrific conditions in Syria. It is common
knowledge that Palmyra, as an important communication hub, would be targeted
by the IS. Likewise, it was only to be expected that these fanatics would destroy art
and architecture which they regarded as emblematic of the West. Even so, our media
do not weary of praising these ancient sites as the cradle of Western civilisation and
thus place them in even greater jeopardy.
The allegations made by certain groups of archaeologists, who hold the European
and American art trade responsible for these tragic happenings, seem grotesque and
also somehow malicious, as they detract attention from their own responsibility.
Things, however, become really embarrassing when such unsubstantiated claims are
seriously considered in a legislative project in Germany. The resulting project is so
unrealistic and absurd that two major contemporary artists, Georg Baselitz and Gerhard Richter, have protested publicly, have removed all objects on loan to German
museums and have given up Germany as their place of residence!

Young Collectors 1, Lot 102: A RED-FIGURE CUP, ATTRIBUTED TO
THE PAINTER OF BERLIN 2268. D. 25.8 cm. Clay. Attic, ca. 500-490
B.C. Starting bid CHF 12,000. Auction on 26 September 2015.

It is uncanny when a small group of fanatical civil servants tries to implement its
ideology through official channels and to turn it into laws. Especially a country like Germany should defend itself rigorously against this type
of manipulation! A global petition has, therefore, been launched and already over 22,000 persons have signed it.
You can access the “Petition for preserving the right to privately collect”, which many professional associations, artists and collectors have
already signed, by using this weblink: https://www.openpetition.de/petition/online/fuer-den-erhalt-des-privaten-sammelns
Despite these difficult issues, I hope you will enjoy reading this edition of Cahn’s Quarterly. I can only recommend the recipes: the pleasure
and joy of living should not be spoilt.

Auction

Two Auctions with Ancient Art
By Yvonne Yiu

Auction 10: A BLACK-FIGURE NECK AMPHORA.
H. 34.7 cm. Clay. Attic, ca. 520-530 B.C.
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This year Jean-David Cahn has struck a new
path with his auctions. For the first time,
two auctions with ancient art will be held in
quick succession. On 26 September, Young
Collectors 1 with very affordable objects for
collectors new to the field will be held. It will
be followed on 13 November by Auction 10
featuring top-class artworks, that should be
of interest both to substantial private collections and to museums.

As two years ago, Auction 10 will be staged
in the immediate vicinity of the ancient art
fair BAAF Basel which will be taking place at
the same time. The venue, however, will not
be the Villa but a tent in the Wenkenpark.
Once again, Jean-David Cahn has succeeded
in acquiring high-quality consignments with
artworks that are fresh to the market from
Switzerland, Germany, France, Belgium, The
Netherlands and England.

Most of you will have received the catalogue
of Young Collectors 1 which can also be consulted online at www.cahn.ch. The auction
includes 205 lots, the majority of which have
a starting bid between CHF 500 and CHF
5,000; only rarely will bidding begin above
CHF 10,000. This makes it possible for art
lovers with a restricted budget to nonetheless
build up an attractive collection.

Work on the catalogue of Auction 10 has only
just begun, and many of the pieces have not
yet been photographed. The following choice
of artworks is not representative, therefore,
but will hopefully make you curious about
the catalogue which will be ready, both in a
printed and in an online version, by mid-October.
1
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Auction 10: A FEMALE STATUETTE. Steatite and calcite.
Bacrtrian, ca. 1800 B.C.

Young Collectors 1: A HEAD OF A VEILED WOMAN.
H. 30 cm. Limestone. Roman, Eastern Provinces, 1st cent.
A.D.
Starting bid CHF 9,800

It appears that, this year, there will be an
exceptionally rich selection of black- and
red-figure pottery. The vessels come, in the
main, from two private collections and impress by their excellence. The black-figure
neck amphora with Dionysos and a satyr
playing a double aulos may serve as an example for this. The art of ancient Egypt is
also well represented. Notable objects include
an exceptionally large canopic jar, a splendid granite Horus falcon and an elegant Apis
bull. Two remarkable Eurasian works of art
number amongst the highlights of the auction: an important Bactrian statuette of a
woman in an elaborate tufted garment dated
ca. 1800 B.C., and a superb vessel made of
grey schist and decorated with majestic felines. The offering of sculptures also includes
an extraordinarily fine head of a bearded
man, which was exhibited in the Antikenmuseum Basel in 1981-1982, a sensuous torso of
a nude youth, and a charming Roman marble
head of Bacchus.

using the following online platforms: Lot-tissimo, the-saleroom.com and Drouot Live.

As in past years, you can bid in the room or on
the telephone, or place written bids. Furthermore, you may participate live at the auction

Our archaeologists are more than happy to
assist you with any queries you may have,
and, of course, we would be delighted to welcome you in person at the auction.

Eduard Brunner was born in Basel in
1939. He studied in his native city and
in Paris under Louis Cahuzac. For many
years, he was solo clarinettist in the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra as
well as professor for clarinet and chamber music at the Academy of Music in
Saarbrücken and at the Escuela Superior de Musica Reina Sofia in Madrid. He
currently teaches chamber music at the
Academy of Music in Karlsruhe.
For over 50 years, Eduard Brunner has
performed as concerto soloist with famous orchestras and played in chamber
music ensembles around the globe. He
has recorded over 250 works for clarinet
on CD. Keenly interested in contemporary music, he has made it possible for
many significant works for clarinet to be
created by commissioning composers to
write pieces for him.

Auction 10: AN OXYRYNCHOS FISH. L. 10.1 cm. Bronze.
Egyptian, Ptolemaic Period, 3rd cent. B.C.

Herbert A. Cahn (born 28 January 1915,
died 5 April 2002) would have celebrated
his 100th birthday this year. With a series
of articles in this magazine we would like
to pay tribute to this remarkable numismatist, scholar and art dealer.

					

Young Collectors 1

Auction 10

Auction:

26 September, 2.30-6 p.m.

Auction:

13 November, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Preview:

24-25 September, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Preview:

11-12 November, 10 a.m.-9.30 p.m.

Venue:

Gallery Cahn, Malzgasse 23, Basle

Venue:
Tent in the Wenkenhof Park, Riehen,
		opposite BAAF
The catalogue is available online as of mid-October:
cahn.ch

The catalogue is available online as of early
September: cahn.ch

Our archaeologists are happy to advise you. Consignments for our next auctions are welcome.
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In Honour of Herbert A. Cahn’s 100th Birthday

My Musical Memories of Mr. Cahn
By Eduard Brunner

The clarinettist Eduard Brunner describes his first encounters with Herbert A. Cahn as a young musician and describes how they met again many years later.
most exciting performance, however, remains
the one with Mr. Cahn. Of course, on another
occasion, we also played the wonderful, consummately brilliant Clarinet Quintet by W.A.
Mozart.
Many years later, I met Mr. Cahn again,
this time in his home. He and his wife had
generously permitted me to use their music room for a rehearsal with the Dutch violinist Isabelle van Keulen and the pianist
Ronald Bräutigam. We were practising for
a concert organised by the Chamber Music
Society with an interesting and unusual programme featuring the Kegelstatt Trio by W.A.
Mozart, the Märchenerzählungen by Robert
Schumann, György Kurtág’s Homage à R.
Sch. (Schumann) and the Contrasts by Béla
Bartók. While we rehearsed, surrounded by
precious artworks from Antiquity, Mr. and
Mrs. Cahn sat in the kitchen and listened.
Herbert A. Cahn.

It must have been in the year 1958 or 1959
that I first met Mr. Cahn. In those days, excellent amateur musicians often played chamber
music together with professionals. These amateurs were full of passion and love for music
- something that has become rare nowadays.
Maybe one or the other of them had dreamed
of becoming a musician, but had then chosen
a different career. Thanks to their enthusiasm
and their interest, they were often able to
play very difficult and demanding chamber
music pieces.
This was exactly what I experienced with Mr.
Cahn. He was a passionate viola player with a
predilection for quartet music. One day, I was
requested to play the Clarinet Quintet by Max
Reger with him and his quartet partners, a
difficult and highly complex piece that Reger
composed shortly before his death. We met in
the Bruderholz area of Basle, in the spacious
house of Rudolf Christ, the architect who had
designed Basle’s Kunstmuseum. The first violin was played by Petru Manoliu who was,
at the time, the concertmaster of the chamber
orchestra directed by Paul Sacher. The second
violinist was the music critic of the National-Zeitung, Mr. Eder; the viola was played
by Mr. Cahn, and the cello by Rudolf Christ.
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I had already performed the piece several
times in concerts and, in my youthful zeal,
I thought I would have to take the lead. But
I soon realised that this was not in the least
necessary. The four gentlemen were profoundly knowledgeable about Reger’s compositional style and so we were able to play
right through this wonderful work, that lasts
about 40 minutes, without any accidents
or breaks – although the gaps between the
movements were filled with lively discussions about the quintet and with the legendary, witty anecdotes about Max Reger.
The next time we met, I brought along a recently published piece that I had discovered
a short while ago and which, full of curiosity, I wanted to try out with Mr. Cahn and
his friends. It was a sextet, the Overture on
Hebrew Themes by Sergey Prokofiev. Maniolu’s wife, who was a brilliant pianist, played
the piano part. Together, we sight-read the
piece that was completely new to us. We were
so thrilled by it that Rudolf Christ, who was
the chairman of the Chamber Music Society,
spontaneously decided that I should perform
it at one of the next concerts. In the following six decades I have played this piece in
countless concerts around the globe. The

It still gives me a fright when I remember
how the young and cheerful, but completely unsuspecting Isabelle wanted to stub out
her cigarette in a small bowl from Mr. Cahn’s
collection. In the very last moment I could
prevent her from doing so. The colour vanished from her rosy cheeks and, confused but
at the same time relieved that nothing had
happened, “her eyes filled with tears”, to use
the lovely expression in Schubert’s Schöne
Müllerin.
After the rehearsal, we spent a long time
chatting with Mr. and Mrs. Cahn. It was a
great pleasure to discuss the programme with
them, and their modesty, interest and profound knowledge of the pieces impressed us
greatly.
I deeply regret that in earlier years my collecting interests lay elsewhere and that I did
not wend my way to Mr. Cahn in his gallery at Malzgasse. But I am pleased that I did
purchase some wonderful objects from him
before he died, and later also from his son.
These are my few, but all the more cherished
memories of Mr. Cahn, whom I greatly admire.
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The Debate

Why Does Archaeology Need Philology?
By Rudolf Wachter

Archaeological artefacts, whether masterful works of art or objects of everyday use, are the product of
complex cultures. If we are to understand them, therefore, we must be ready to approach them from
several different angles. Archaeology has to rely on other disciplines for this. In this article, Rudolf
Wachter explains the valuable insights that philology can contribute.

Figs. 1 and 2 (detail): BLACK-FIGURE ATTIC HYDRIA FROM THE ARCHIPPE GROUP (BEAZLEY) in Basle, Antikenmuseum und Sammlung Ludwig BS 1401, bearing the
inscription Hελένε̄ , Διὸς κόρο̄ , Φοίβᾱ: “Helen, the two Dioskouroi, Phoiba”, the latter name in Doric form.

J.D. Beazley (1885–1970), the pre-eminent
Oxford don who did more than any other
scholar worldwide to further the classification of black- and red-figure Attic vases and
the individual painters behind them, needs no
further introduction here. Indeed, he remains
the indisputable authority on this subject to
this day. If, in addition to the standard works
(ABV, ARV2 etc.) we also read the essays in
which Beazley explains the basic research
he was engaged in, we soon notice how extraordinarily well read in ancient literature
he was. His first academic post was that of
Classics tutor at Christ Church College, Oxford, which is why even now, Classicists quite
rightly claim him as one of their own.

A good example of his philological competence is the essay published in the Proceedings of the British Academy as Ἑλένης
ἀπαίτησις.1 Used mainly in epic studies, this
Greek term meaning the “demand for Helen’s
return” describes the mission that the Greeks
dispatched into the city of Troy shortly after
4

landing there to demand Helen’s return. Had
the Trojans complied with that demand, there
would have been no Trojan War. In his essay,
Beazley explores not just the iconographical
aspects of this episode in Greek art – taking as an example a magnificent Corinthian
krater (Vatican 35’525, Astarita Collection
525) – but with no less profundity its literary
aspects, too. After all, the episode predates
the period covered by Homer’s Iliad, as we
know it today, which begins only in the tenth
year of the war and recounts the events of
just 51 days. In the eighth and seventh centuries B.C., however, the Trojan War in its entirety was the theme of numerous epic songs,
some of which are at least known to us by
name: the Kypria, for example, was about the
beginning of the war, whereas the Iliupersis
and Little Iliad were concerned with its end.
Their content has to be painstakingly reconstructed from quotes, references and the plot
summaries drawn up by the authors of Late
Antiquity. Beazley was familiar with all these
sources and hence was able to deliver plausi-

ble explanations of the scenes and characters
on the Astarita Krater.2

And he was able to link the two, the
vase-paintings and the literature, because
the figures on the vases are labelled. Beazley
studied these vase inscriptions very carefully, as is evident from Some Inscriptions on
Vases (I–VIII), a series of eight essays published at intervals between 1927 and 1960
in the American Journal of Archaeology. But
vase inscriptions play an important role in
his other publications, too. Without them, we
would know neither the names of the potters
and painters nor the kalos names, and many
of the mythological scenes would have continued to elude interpretation.3
When it comes to inscriptions, scholars need
not just a grounding in the literary points of
reference, but linguistic skills as well. Close
attention to the dialect forms and writing on
the vases yields findings that could not be
obtained in any other way. Thus the “colloCQ
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quial” language style, which for ancient Athens is nowhere more visibly in evidence than
on the vases, is well-known.4 The philological
evidence that the vase-painters were indeed
influenced by works of literature has stimulated new lines of inquiry in recent years.
On the aforementioned Astarita Krater, for
example, the name Menelaus (who, as might
be expected, was part of the mission to demand back Helen) is written with a surprising
digamma: Μενέλᾱϝος, which attests to just
such an influence.5 Such observations are
especially instructive on Attic vases, where
the appearance of Doric name-forms between
ca. 540 and 450 B.C. makes it probable that
choral-lyric poems or tragedies were indeed
a source of inspiration for the vase painters
(figs. 1-2).6 Thus archaeology has profited
from philology and linguistics, just as the
opposite is also true.

My Choice

Pan Playing His Flute
By Jean-David Cahn

PBA 43 (1957), 233–244.
He could at most have looked more closely at the
“nurse” (τροφός); see the author’s work, Non-Attic
Greek Vase Inscriptions, Oxford 2001, 83–85 and 303f.
3
Drawing mainly on Beazley’s research, Henry R. Immerwahr (1916–2013) amassed a vast collection of data
on Attic vase inscriptions, which the author and his team
have made available online at http://avi.unibas.ch/.
4
The pioneering work here was Paul Kretschmer, Die
griechischen Vaseninschriften ihrer Sprache nach untersucht, Gütersloh 1894.
5
See the author, op. cit. in note 2, 84 and 336–340.
6
See the author, “Attische Vaseninschriften im Spannungsfeld zwischen Alphabet, Dialekt und Literatur”, in
idem (ed.), Töpfer – Maler – Schreiber, Inschriften auf
attischen Vasen, Kilchberg: Akanthus-Verlag, (forthcoming).
1
2

Rudolf Wachter of Winterthur, Switzerland, is Professeur associé de linguistique historique indo-européenne at the
University of Lausanne (since 2006) and
also extraordinary professor of Greek,
Latin, and Indo-European Linguistics at
the University of Basle (since 1997). He
holds a doctorate in Latin from Zurich
(Altlateinische Inschriften, publ. 1987)
and one in Comparative Philology from
Oxford (Non-Attic Greek Vase Inscriptions, publ. 2001). He is specialised in
Greek, Latin, and Indo-european linguistics, Greek and Latin epigraphy, and the
history of the alphabet.
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Amongst the artworks that I have acquired
recently for my gallery stock, I particularly
admire a bronze statuette of Pan. The horned
shepherd god stands with his legs crossed,
playing on his flute with both hands. Viewed
in profile, the undulating line of his softly
modelled body is especially striking where
the muscular, human thorax narrows drastically to the prominent buttocks, which in
their turn transition into the elegantly curved
goat’s legs, whose animalistic character is
further emphasized by the finely incised fur.
Viewed from the front, the statuette is no less
charming. Only on closer inspection does the
viewer notice the subtle shift in the individual body axes, thanks to which this standing
motif loses much of its static quality. Meticulously worked details such as the grooved
horns, the fine strands of shoulder-length
hair, the furred belly and pubis and not least
the intricacy of the face, whose bushy eyebrows, eyes framed by large eyelids, a slightly knobbly nose and wide mouth underscore
the outstanding quality of this highly unusual bronze. The motif of a figure standing
with crossed legs, moreover, is extremely rare
und the dark green patina is excellently preserved.

A BRONZE FIGURE OF PAN PLAYING HIS FLUTE.
H. 8.5 cm. Bronze. Greek, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C. 																																																						
Price on request.

This fine statuette is not only remarkable for
its artistic quality, but also because of the
iconographic and cultural context to which it
refers. The bucolic, Hellenistic bronze represents Pan as a sashaying, peaceful, flute-playing shepherd-god, and not as a protective deity. Nonetheless, Pan was the protector of the
Attic fleet and a festival was celebrated in his
honour in Athens. Furthermore, on occasion,
the Kings of Macedonia represented themselves as Pan. Thus, many different aspects of
ancient Greek culture become tangible in this
exquisite statuette.
5
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In Memory of Frank Vischer

Law and Art: A Lifelong Vocation
An Interview with Frank Vischer by Antje Gaiser Cahn

Frank Vischer bei der Arbeit

In 2011, a few years before his much
regretted passing away, the lawyer and
art lover Frank Vischer spoke with Antje
Gaiser Cahn about his two passions: art
and law. He explained why he believed
that some laws regulating the art market
were necessary whilst others were not.

Antje Gaiser Cahn: Prof. Vischer, what is
your relationship to art?
Frank Vischer: I have explored art almost
from the moment I was born. I grew up in an
environment in which art was very important.
My parents did not collect modern art, rather
6

they had a predeliction for Dutch painting, as
was generally the case at the time in Basle. I
still possess a small collection of these artworks. My love of and interest in modern and
contemporary art developed during the time
I was a member and then president of the
Art Committee of the Kunstmuseum Basel.
Georg Schmid, to whom I had a very close relationship, was the museum’s director at the
time, and I continued to serve on the committee under Director Franz Meyer and his
successors. I am much endebted to Dr. Dieter Koepplin from whom I learnt much about
quality issues in art. My great-uncle Daniel
Burckhardt-Werthemann, whose achievements have recently been highlighted – he is
the brother of my grandmother – discovered

Konrad Witz during his time as the museum’s
director. My family was in close contact with
him. Art has surrounded me all my life. It was
originally my wish to study the history of art,
but at the time when I completed my school
education, in the 1940s, the job opportunities
as an art historian were very limited. I therefore decided to follow in my father’s footsteps and to become a lawyer. I have never
regretted choosing this profession.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: Did you have any juristic highlights or experiences that permitted
you to combine your interests in art and law?
Could you sketch the evolution of the art
business in Switzerland?
CQ
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Frank Vischer: Due to my activities as a
professor, and as a member of the experts’
commission concerned with the revision of
copyright laws, I could participate in the development of art law. I also wrote expert reports in the field of intellectual property law
for various institutions. On behalf of SUISA,
a collecting society in the domain of copyright law, for instance, I conducted legal proceedings at the Swiss Federal Court. The case
was concerned with the question whether the
public playing of records in a restaurant constituted a copyright infringement with regard
to the performing artists. The Swiss Federal
Court pronounced a verdict which attracted
much attention: “Performing artists are not
the creators of artistic works. They are assistants in their execution but do not have their
own copyright protection.” This legal situation was later changed by the introduction of
the so-called related rights.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: Did you have a similar experience with regard to art, which you
would like to share with us?
Frank Vischer: With the development of new
art forms in the USA after the Second World
War, the problem of how to protect them
posed itself. For instance, how should conceptual art be treated in copyright law? In a
conventional understanding of art, primacy
is given to the individual form of the artwork,
which clearly reflects the personal style of the
artist. By contrast, conceptual artists believed
that it was not the artist’s handwriting but
his thoughts – the concept – that mattered.
In principle, however, copyright law does
not protect thoughts. I have dealt with these
questions in depth.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: Did you have any points
of contact with the art trade or with Switzerland as a centre of the art trade?
Frank Vischer: Yes, I advised the Swiss Association of Dealers in Antiques and Art,
amongst others, with regard to the new law
on cultural property.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: What is your assessment
of this law? How does it compare to the previous regulations – did it bring the promised
benefits?
Frank Vischer: This is a difficult question to
answer. To a certain extent the law brought
about improvements. In the art trade, due
diligence with regard to provenance was encouraged. Furthermore, the law led to an inCQ

creased sensitivity to the needs of national
cultural heritage. The fears that the art trade
might be suffocated by regulations relating
to provenance and other due diligence measures did not materialize. I know of a couple
of cases in which art dealers were involved
in litigation due to insufficient due diligence.
In the mid and late 1990s there was a sudden revival of restitution claims with regard
to looted art. There were also a number of
lawsuits in Switzerland. I was involved in
the dispute between Ernst Beyeler and the
claimants of an artwork by Kandinsky that
had been confiscated and sold by the Nazi
authorities as a work of “degenerate art”. The
case could finally be resolved in a way that
was favourable to Beyeler.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: You mentioned that not
many lawsuits have been brought to court
since the introduction of the new cultural
property law. Is this because the law has only
recently come into force?
Frank Vischer: I am not of that opinion.
The art trade in Switzerland has, for a long
time already, operated in a serious and reliable manner. This was already the case before
the Federal Act on the International Transfer
of Cultural Property (CPTA) came into force.
Stolen property was always restituted immediately, even if it had been acquired in good
faith.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: If I understand you correctly, you mean that problems can be solved
if the art trade operates in a respectable manner, and that such a legal framework is not
absolutely necessary.
Frank Vischer: At the time, there was some
international pressure to ratify the Unesco
Convention of 1970. If Switzerland had not
ratified the convention, this would have cast
a negative light on the country.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: If we look at the current
situation and forward to the future, what, in
your opinion, would be ideal preconditions
for a healthy and interesting art market in
Switzerland?
Frank Vischer: The first prerequisite is a high
level of professionalism in the trade, especially with regard to knowledge about art and its
assessment. Restrained and appropriate legal
regulations are also important for the trade.
Let me, as an example, mention the droit de
suite. Here the question is, whether the descendants or heirs of an artist are, as copy-

right beneficiaries, also entitled to the right to
receive a part of the profits made on the resale
of an artwork. The introduction of the droit de
suite would be a burden for the art trade and
have a negative impact on Switzerland.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: This concrete example
raises the question of how the legal or practical context should be shaped. Do you see the
need for corrective measures? Is it necessary
to pass new laws, or would it even be better
to forego some?
Frank Vischer: At present, I do not see the
need for any further regulation. I do not believe in a mass of regulations. If there is a superabundance of regulations, they lose their
import. I am of the opinion that the current
regulations regarding the professional duties
of art dealers are sufficient. Trade organisations, such as, for instance, the Swiss Association of Dealers in Antiques and Art, must
establish order in their own ranks and exercise a certain amount of control. To my mind,
this seems far more effective than excessive
state control.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: Do I understand you
rightly, that you do not think that legal aspects are the main incentive for a healthy art
trade? What incentives are there for the development of a healthy art trade? I ask this
against the backdrop of developments in the
USA and in part also in Asia, where highly
competitive trade locations are evolving.
What can we do in Switzerland, what incentives could be created?
Frank Vischer: Legislation that restricts itself to principles, association regulations that
are concerned with supervision, and a minimal tax burden for the art trade. Of course,
the supply of high quality, internationally
sought-after artworks plays an important
role. Certain trade sectors need to catch up
with regard to this. Let me point out Ernst
Beyeler, who, thanks to his personality, his
knowledge of art, his audacity and his entrepreneurship made Basle an art capital.
Antje Gaiser Cahn: In this respect, Basle is
really remarkable. The city has many highly
interesting museums, and also Art Basel, the
number one fair for modern art. Why? Do the
people of Basle love modern art to much?
Frank Vischer: I think that it is the initiative
of individuals which is decisive. Of course,
Ernst Beyeler, who played a major role in the
creation of Art Basel, was one of these indi7
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In Memory of Frank Vischer
viduals. It was daring to establish a fair for
modern and contemporary art in view of the
fact that there were already many art fairs,
and then to let the fair become a dominant
factor. The personalities behind the project
were crucial. At that time there were no government subsidies. It was a private entrepreneurial venture. The readiness to take entrepreneurial risks is something common to the
art trade in general and an important prerequisite for a flourishing art trade.

Obituary
Remembering Prof. Frank Vischer (1923–2015)
By Jean-David Cahn

Antje Gaiser Cahn: This brings me to my last
question, the relationship between collectors,
museums, artists and art dealers.
Frank Vischer: First, we must consider the
many differnt types of collectors. There are
collectors who collect because of their passion for art, who wish to surround themselves
with art. There are also collectors who collect
for the sake of collecting. The ideal collector
is still the individual collector or the individual collector couple. It needs to be said that
this ideal type of collector, as exemplified, for
instance, by Oskar Reinhart, is not very common any more. Another type of collector has
developed who collects mainly for reasons of
prestige. With a collection, the aspect of art
as an investment also plays a role. Every collector has to deal with the question of what
will happen with his collection on his passing away. The children’s inheritance rights
have to be considered. There were cases in
Basle in which the descendants were able to
defend their compulsory portion successfully. Ideally, a collection should be converted
into a foundation. Here too, inheritance law
plays a role. In the ideal case, a museum is
entitled in some manner to the foundation
property, mostly in the form of a permenant
loan, more rarely as a gift. When collections
are dissolved after the death of a collector
and come on the market again, this can also
be advantageous for the art market.
Frank Vischer (1923-2015) was, as of 1951,
lecturer and later professor for civil law and
international private law as well as labour
law. He has taught at the University of Zurich and at Harvard Law School. His home
university was the University of Basle, where
he also served as rector.

Prof. Frank Vischer passed away on 25 June 2015. What few readers will know is
that for several decades he was one of my mentors. With his blue and white bow
tie, dark blue blazer and a pipe wedged firmly in his mouth, the university rector
was a familiar figure to me even during my student days. It was through my father
and my wife that I first got to know him personally, during the Unidroit debate.
Even before then, however, he had played a key role in the disbanding of my
father’s HAC Kunst der Antike and in the 1998 founding of the new firm of JeanDavid Cahn AG. He was a true friend to my father throughout that transition
period, and in the course of our numerous discussions encouraged me to stick to
my chosen course as one of a younger generation of dealers in ancient art. He
dispensed advice with almost paternal kindness and like a father he could be stern,
too. He accompanied my wife and me to meetings of the Council of Europe in
London, Paris and Strasbourg, where ethical guidelines for institutions and outfits
involved in the art trade (auction houses, galleries etc.) were being debated.
He also took sides in the debate on the new Swiss law governing the transfer of
cultural property (CPTA). Indeed, I shall never forget a talk he gave at the Museum
der Kulturen Basel, where he rejected the law out of hand, though not on grounds
of content, but because he had never before seen such a “poorly crafted law from
the jurist’s point of view”.
A group of collectors and dealers then met with him to draft an alternative
version. Prof. Vischer’s proposal was completely independent, worded with the
utmost rigour, and structured in a way that was remarkably transparent and
understandable. Regrettably, this draft proposal was never seriously discussed,
however, since by that time, the media and other circles were no longer open to
serious debate of the issues at stake.
The lively exchanges that I myself and other dealers had with him will remain a
cherished memory, just as his consistency and unerring steadfastness on matters
of substance and ethical issues have left an enduring impression.
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“The World of Eros”

A FRAGMENT OF A CAMPANA RELIEF. H. 14.5 cm.
Terracotta. The fragment depicts the nude, winged Eros
as a child striding to right. He is framed by the garland
of fruit which he holds aloft. Slightly worn. Formerly
Coll. Helen Schou, acquired 1930-40. Two old collection labels on reverse wtih numbers. Roman, 1st half
1st cent. A.D.
CHF 2,200

A STATUETTE OF EROS. H. 52 cm. Terracotta. The child-like god dances in a pouring or libation gesture with his right
arm raised, while the angled left arm would originally have held a bowl. A short cloak flutters on his left shoulder; his
wings are outspread. Nipples and penis separately affixed. He stands on a round plinth which is moulded at the top
and the bottom. Remains of red paint on the hair and pink paint on the belly. He no doubt wore red-painted sandals
on his feet. Oval firing hole on the reverse. Reassembled from large fragments. The fingers, made separately, are missing. Restoration on the left shoulder, lower right leg and foot and the edge of the right wing. White clay slip partially
preserved. Encrustation. Formerly priv. coll. Southern Germany, 1972–2014. Western Greek, late 4th-2nd cent. B.C.,
1972-2014.
CHF 24,000

A LEAPING HARE. H. 2.5 cm. Bronze, solid cast. The
hare leaps, its short forelegs outstretched but its hindlegs
still planted on the ground. Rounded muzzle with a fine
groove for the mouth. Circular punches for the eyes. The
ears are close together and flattend. Cylindrical body
with stubby tail. Paws finely engraved. Intact. Formerly
Munich art market, 2005. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.		
CHF 1,200

A VOTIVE PHALLOS. L. 22.7 cm. Terracotta. Completely
covered by the foreskin. Scrotum carefully modelled.
Hollow. Upper end modern. Phalloi were popular votive
offerings in healing and fertility sanctuaries in the whole
of Italy, especially in Etruria. Formerly Erotica Collection
Christian von Faber-Castell, Küsnacht ZH, Switzerland.
Italic, 4th-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 2,300
AN INTAGLIO WITH EROS. H. 1.4 cm. Amethyst. Upright
oval cabochon engraved with a figure of Eros running to
the left with a butterfly and flaming torch. Undamaged
Formerly Frank Sternberg, Zurich, prior to 2000. Roman,
1st-2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,500
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A SMALL HEAD OF EROS. H. 10.2 cm. Marble, fine-grained. His long, curly hair is braided over the forehead and top
of his head. The head is turned to left. The round face has narrow, almond-shaped eyes. The head is inclined slightly,
indicating that the posture of the statuette as a whole was very dynamic. Face, hair above forehead and neck slightly
worn. Damage to nose. Formerly American private collection, acquired ca. 1960. Roman, early 2nd cent. A.D.		
		
CHF 9,800

A VOTIVE PHALLOS. L. 21.7 cm. Tufa with volcanic inclusions. Naturalistic erect penis with scrotum and base
of pubic bone. Phalloi were popular votive offerings in
healing and fertility sanctuaries in the whole of Italy,
especially in Etruria. Break retouched. Formerly Erotica Collection Christian von Faber-Castell, Küsnacht ZH,
Switzerland. Italic, 4th-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 4,500
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A PAIR OF EARRINGS WITH EROS. H. ca. 2.5 cm. Gold,
garnet. Hoop earrings on which part of the thin hoop
has been replaced by a tiny figure of Eros, modelled in
the round. The winged boy-god is shown standing on a
plinth, playing a syrinx, which he holds with both hands.
The garnets in a heart-shaped setting above him form
the transition to the tiny ring into which the other end
of the hoop is hooked. Gold hooks modern. Beautifully
preserved. Formerly priv. coll. of a lady, acquired on the
London art market, 2012. Greek, 4th-3rd cent. B.C.		
CHF 4,800

A STATUETTE OF VENUS. H. 18.6 cm. Terracotta, polychromy. The goddess stands in a relaxed pose and is
naked save for a mantle placed around her shoulders,
which she grasps with her right hand. Her left hand
rests on a support. The arms are adorned with painted bracelets. Her hair is arranged in a melon coiffure
with pronounced vertical ridges reminiscent of the early
Antonine period. The head is crowned by a diadem. On
the right of the goddess, a dolphin. Traces of pink and
reddish paint. Smoothed reverse with central firing hole.
Slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Albert G. Hess, New York,
acquired in the 1960s-1970s; thereafter passed on by
inheritance; Coll. Marie Brandes. Roman, 1st cent. B.C.2nd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,400

AN EARRING WITH CAMEOS. L. 3.2 cm. Gold, agate.
Cameo made of white-grey agate with a finely carved
head of Medusa in an oval setting with a broad, diagonally notched rim. The ends of the hanger are entwined.
Below, a second agate cameo depicting a winged Eros
with crossed legs leaning on a torch in an elongated
oval setting with diagonally notched rim, suspended
from the hanger by means of a loop with volutes at the
ends. Gold hook modern. Formerly Frank Sternberg, Zurich, 2000. Roman, 3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 1,800
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A SEATED EROS. H. 7.0 cm. Clay, white, red and pink
paint. The god is seated with his legs apart and holds
an amphora in his left arm. He has a chubby, rosy face
and curly hair in which he wears a wreath of leaves and
fruit. A length of fabric is wrapped around his head and
left arm. A small purse with traces of pink paint below
the amphora. Right leg reattached, a fine crack leading
from the purse to Eros’s back. Restoration to buttocks.
Formerly Coll. Virzi, New York. A label with an old inventory number between the wings. Greek, Tanagra, 2nd
half of 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,400

A RED-FIGURE STEMLESS CUP, ATTRIBUTED TO THE
MENZIES GROUP. H. 4.3 cm. W. 20.7 cm. D. 14.2 cm.
Clay. On the interior of this delicate, finely potted cup,
an Eros rendered in three-quarter view with his head
turned round floats in flight to left in the upper field,
above a prominent exergual line of egg pattern. His
long locks of hair are enclosed in a kekryphalos, open
at back, and he holds in his right a mirror, in his left
a leafy spray. Below, a hare swiftly courses over pebbled ground, from which a trumpet-shaped floral stalk
emerges. A chain of ivy enlivens the offset lip. On the
obverse, a young woman reclines to left, with a phiale
in the palm of her hand; on the reverse, unusually, a
young satyr crouches down, glancing back to right, a
mirror and wreath in hand. A symmetrical complex of
palmettes occupies each handle-zone. Recomposed from
several fragments, with minor losses. Breaks retouched.
Surfaces well preserved. Formerly Erotica Collection
Christian von Faber-Castell, Küsnacht ZH, Switzerland,
since the late 1970s. Apulian, ca. 330 B.C.
CHF 9,800

CQ

A FRESCO FRAGMENT WITH EROS. H. max. 16.7 cm. W. max. 16 cm. Stucco, polychromy in fresco technique.
Charming fragment with the representation of the winged child-god Eros, clothed in a chlamys and set before a yellow
background. An ivy wreath adorns his curly hair. He holds a long, thin staff in his left arm. He turns his head to his
proper right, where the head and part of the shoulders of the god Pan, with long, pointed horns and red skin have been
preserved. Modern beige cement mount and brass-coloured metal frame. Reassembled from large fragments. Formerly
Herbert A. Cahn, Basle, March 1970. Thereafter Coll. Hans J. Morgenthau (d. 1980), Chicago, collection formed in the
1960s-1970s. Thereafter by descent. Roman, 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 13,000
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AN EPHEDRISMOS GROUP. H. 17.3 cm. Terracotta. The
wine god Dionysos and a maenad are shown playing the
game of ephedrismos. The aim of this game, which was
very popular in Antiquity, was to hit a marker stone set
up on the ground with a stone or ball. Whoever missed,
in this case the maenad, had to try to find the marker
stone with the winner riding on her back holding his
hand over her eyes. Most depictions of this game, including this one, show only the “penalty”. Dionysos wears an
ivy wreath and cloak draped round his hips. The maenad,
with bared torso and melon coiffure, also wears an ivy
wreath. Especially charming are the finely worked faces
of the two contestants. The head and torso of the maenad and all of Dionysos except his right arm, right foot
and left leg have been preserved. Formerly priv. coll. P.
D., Brussels, formed between 1980 and 1990. Greek, 3rd
cent. B.C.
CHF 7,500

A MAGNIFICENT HAND MIRROR. H. 30.2 cm. D. 18.6 cm. Bronze, silver. A mirror with a large round mirror disk, the
reverse decorated with several concentric grooves. The elaborate intermediary piece between the mirror and the now
missing handle is worked à jour in the form of a winged Eros riding a dolphin with a cloak over his left shoulder and
his hair tied in a knot. Two further dolphins flank his finely incised wings. Above it, a crescent-shaped element with
diagonal incisions forms the transition to the mirror. The silver eye inlays are a modern restoration. Tip of the tang
slightly worn. Reassembled; cracks sealed, some with minor restoration work. Fine green patina. Formerly Coll. Denys
Sutton (1917-1991), London, acquired between 1957 and 1972. Western Greek, 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 48,000

A PLAQUE WITH A HUNTING SCENE. H. 6 cm. W. 6 cm.
Tin-plated bronze. The tin-plated surface of the plaque,
with the representation of a tigress rearing up in front
of a tree as Eros drives his spear into her belly, is offset
from the roughly 4 mm wide frame and has four rivets
in its corners for attachment. The engraved image is remarkable for its good style and rich detail. This very rare
composition possibly once adorned a casket. Minor lacunae on the edge. Partially with green patina. Formerly
priv. coll., Austria, acquired on the Vienna art market in
the 1980s. Roman, 2nd-4th cent. A.D.
CHF 2,200
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AN INTAGLIO WITH AN EROTIC SCENE. H. 2.1 cm. Dark
glass paste. Longitudinal oval, slightly convex. The scene
shows a couple making love. Intact. Formerly Munich art
market, 2004. Roman, 1st-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 2,800
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A RED-FIGURE SKYPHOS. H. 13.3 cm. Clay. On one side
of this deep wine vessel is a scene, as charming as it is
uncommon, of a pair of young Erotes, one shouldered by
the other who bends slightly forward under the weight,
steadying himself with a firm grip on his legs just below the knee. They are engaged in a game of catch with
a large female, clothed in chiton and himation, who is
seated to left on a box-like support, a ball held in her
right hand, which she is about to toss to the upper Eros
who has both of his hands raised at the ready. On the
other side, a woman and a cloaked youth make offerings at an altar. With right arm akimbo, she holds out
in the palm of her left hand a large tray. He is rendered
full-front, with perhaps a cup for the pouring of a libation in a sharply foreshortened right hand. An upright
double-palmette, with flanking tendrils, occupies each
handle-zone. The vase’s buff clay, a distinctive pale yellowish brown and of local origin, is coated with a reddish miltos wash in imitation of the colouring of Attic
models. Surfaces, once encrusted, are somewhat worn
overall. Reassembled from fragments, with minor losses made good. Breaks as well as the glazed background
in places retouched. Formerly Collection Dr. J., 1970s.
Greek, Boeotian, last quarter of 5th cent. B.C.		
CHF 4,200

CAPITOLINE VENUS. H. 13.7 cm. Bronze, silver. The goddess stands with her legs close together, her weight resting
on the left, supporting leg and the right, relaxed leg placed slightly to the side. She covers herself modestly with her
left hand and places her right hand in front of her breasts. Her upper body curves gently to the right, a movement that
is continued by the turn of her diademed head. Her hair is parted in the middle and drawn to the back of her head,
where it is gathered together in a chignon. Two strands of hair cascade onto her shoulders. The oval face is dominated
by the inlaid silver eyes. Nose and chin slightly worn. Left foot and toes of the right foot reattached. Formerly private
coll., Zurich. Roman, 1st cent. A.D.
CHF 26,000

A FRAGMENT OF A RELIEF WITH EROS AND A HIND.
L. 29 cm. Marble. A winged Eros strides to right, his head
raised, carrying a slain hind that is tied to a staff by the
legs, its head dangling lifelessly. The animal is rendered
very naturalistically. The hindlegs of a feline are visible
in front of Eros. A moulding on the reverse. Underside
and short sides roughly finished. Part of the lid of a sarcophagus with Erotes or from a balustrade. Formerly
Coll. Prof. Benedict Maedlin, Basle, before 1960. Supposedly once the property of the painter Arnold Böcklin.
Roman, ca. 160 A.D.
CHF 13,800
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Recipe from Antiquity

κυκεών: The Right Drink for Every Occasion
By Yvonne Yiu

seem very appealing to us. Thus, already Johann Heinrich Voss imagined that the kykeon
might have been a kind of mush and translated the word with “Weinmus” (1871). In
The Classical Cookbook (1996, 40-41), Sally
Grainger pursued a similar line of thought,
arguing that the mixture must somehow be
thickened. Thus, the “Homeric” kykeon made
following her recipe is a kind of porridge.
This hypothesis must, however, be rejected,
as the description in the Iliad leaves no doubt
about the fact that Nestor and Machaon enjoy a thirst-quenching drink, not a nourishing porridge, and that this drink is what
chemists call a suspension: a mixture of a
liquid and fine solid particles.

HEKAMEDE’S KYKEON in the wine glass. A CASSEL CUP. Dm. 14.2 cm. Attic, ca. 530-520 B.C. CHF 20,000. A
CHEESE GRATER. L. 13.1 cm. Bronze. Greek, 4th cent. B.C. CHF 250. AN OINOCHOE, H. 15.1 cm, CHF 1,800;
LOWER PART OF A PYXIS with barley, Dm. 9.1 cm, CHF 500; PLATE with cheese, Dm. 13.8 cm, CHF 1,800. All
Western Greek, 4th-3rd cent. B.C. DAGGER. L. 39.2 cm. Bronze. Late Bronze Age, probably Western Asia, 13th-11th
cent. B.C. CHF 3,200.

“I will surrender my grieving soul to an evil
end, if you do not send me a medimnus of
barley as quickly as you can, so that I may
make a kykeon from the groats to drink as a
cure for my suffering.” (Hipponax Fr. 48 DG)
Are you tired and thirsty after having fought
heroically the whole day? Treat yourself to
a kykeon! Has a tragic loss caused you grief
and despair? A kykeon will do you good.
Some unwelcome guests have called, and
you would like to get rid of them? A kykeon
with some special additives will do the trick!
Or have you been asked a difficult political
or philosophical question? Once again, a kykeon provides the solution. Truly, the kykeon
which the sharp-tongued poet Hipponax (6th
cent. B.C.) praised as a pharmacon against all
kinds of evils (φάρμακον πονηρίης) is a marvellous drink!
The custom to drink kykeon appears to be
very ancient indeed, and the oldest Greek literary texts that have come down to us, the
Iliad and the Odyssey by Homer (8th/7th cent.
B.C.) both mention the drink.
In the Iliad (11.621-643) the way in which
kykeon is prepared and the context in which
it is drunk are described in much detail: It
is the third day of battle. After heavy fighting, Nestor and the wounded Machaon return to the ships. In Nestor’s tent, the servant
14

Hecamede places a table before the heroes;
on it are a brazen basket with onions, honey,
sacred barley-meal (ἀλφίτου ἱεροῦ ἀκτήν,
631) and an ornate gold cup. Hecamede pours
Pramnian wine into the cup, grates goat’s
cheese over it using a brazen grater and then
besprinkles the mixture with white barley (ἐν
τῷ ῥά σφι κύκησε γυνὴ ἐϊκυῖα θεῇσιν / οἴνῳ
Πραμνείῳ, ἐπὶ δ ̓ αἴγειον κνῆ τυρὸν / κνήστι
χαλκείῃ, ἐπὶ δ ̓ ἄλφιτα λευκὰ πάλυνε, 638640). With this kykeon, Nestor and Machaon
quench their parching thirst (πολυκαγκέα
δίψαν, 642).
This “cordial beverage” or “potion”, as the
drink is termed in Alexander Pope’s and
A.T. Murray’s translations of 1715-1720 and
1924, seems rather strange to us today. It is
beyond dispute that wine and cheese go well
together, but the mixture of the two is generally reserved for cheese fondue. Pramnian
wine was, however, red, and the concoction
was not cooked, so it seems quite out of the
question that kykeon was an ancient predecessor of this Swiss national dish, even if
the barley could symbolically stand for the
bread that is eaten with the fondue.
Not only the combination of ingredients, but
also the consistency of the kykeon has given
modern day gastronomers quite a headache.
The idea of hard lumps of cheese and barley swimming around in the wine does not

This is confirmed by Fragment B 125 by the
philosopher Heraclitus (ca. 520-460 B.C.):
“Even the barley-drink separates if it is
not stirred.” (καὶ ὁ κυκεὼν διίσταται <μὴ>
κινούμενος). With this simple statement, Heraclitus created a succinct image illustrating
the necessity of motion for the cohesion of
disparate elements. Scholars have discussed
the relevance of the kykeon metaphor for Heraclitus’s views on the rotation of the heavens, the problem of political stability and
the relationship of change and identity. More
prosaically, I let myself be encouraged by the
fragment to try out the suspension in Nestor’s
cup:
Hecamede’s Kykeon
Pour red wine into a glass. Grate a small
lump of hard goat’s cheese into the wine
and sprinkle some barley-meal over it. Mix
well. Serve with fresh onions as a side dish.
The resulting drink is surprisingly tasty, for
the same flavour develops as when cheese is
eaten together with wine. The wine-steeped
barley crumbs were not at all bothersome
whilst drinking and can be spooned out at
the end as a nutritious finish to this unusual
beverage.
In the Odyssey (10.230-240), kykeon is also
served, but here the consequences of imbibing it are rather dire, for it is the sorceress
Circe who prepares the potion for Odysseus’s
companions, mixing together cheese, barley-meal, honey and Pramnian wine. Despite
the addition of honey, Circe’s kykeon closely
resembles that made by Hecamede, especially
in view of the fact that honey was placed on
Nestor’s table next to the cup filled with kyCQ
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keon, and might have been added to taste. However, Circe does not leave it at that, secretly
mixing baneful pharmaca (φάρμακα λύγρ ̓,
236) to make the companions forget the land
of their fathers into the sitos, and then turning them into swine.
There is some debate as to whether sitos
(grain, bread, staple food) here refers to the
kykeon or some other food accompanying
the drink. Even so, the passage creates a striking link between the kykeon and the psychoactive drugs that Circe employed to get
the better of her unwelcome visitors. And one
wonders whether the kykeon that Hipponax
so longed for was not something more than a
purely metaphorical pharmacon.
Ever since the Second International Conference
on Hallucinogenic Mushrooms (1977), the kykeon partaken by the initiates during the Eleusinian Mysteries has been suspected of containing psychopharmaceuticals. Interestingly,
this kykeon is very different from that described in the Iliad and Odyssey, the only common ingredient being barley-meal. The composition of the Eleusinian kykeon is revealed
in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (ca. 600 B.C),

The leaves of the pennyroyal plant (Mentha
pulegium) have a refreshing peppermint fragrance. The herb was very popular during
Antiquity even though it contains an essential oil that is poisonous in higher doses, and it
was also used to flavour the kykeon in contexts other than that of the Eleusinian Mysteries. In the comedy Peace by Aristophanes
(performed 421 B.C.), Hermes recommends a
kykeon with pennyroyal as a hangover cure
to the wine-grower Trygaeus (705-714). And
in his Moralia, Plutarch (ca. 46-120 A.D.) relates an anecdote in which Heraclitus drinks
the same kykeon as Demeter did: Asked by
his fellow-citizens on his opinion about concord, the philosopher mounted the speaker’s
platform, “took a cup of cold water, sprinkled
it with barley-meal, stirred it with pennyroyal (λαβὼν ψυχροῦ κύλικα καὶ τῶν ἀλφίτων
ἐπιπάσας καὶ τῷ γλήχωνι κινήσας), drank it
up, and departed, thus demonstrating to them
that to be satisfied with whatever they happen upon and not to want expensive things
is to keep cities in peace and concord.” (Concerning Talkativeness, 511).
It comes as a surprise that Heraclitus, in Plutarch’s anecdote, makes his kykeon with cold

DEMETER’S KYKEON in the modern glass. A KANTHAROS with pennyroyal. H. 11 cm. Attic, 5th cent. B.C. CHF
12,000. LOWER PART OF A PYXIS with barley. Dm. 9.1 cm. Western Greek, 3rd cent. B.C. CHF 500; A GLASS with
water. H. 6.3 cm. Roman, 2nd cent. B.C. CHF 2,200.

which explains the origins of the Mysteries.
The passage of relevance to us describes how
Demeter, in her anger and despair over the loss
of her daughter Persephone, wanders the earth
in the guise of an old woman until she is invited into the house of Metaneira, the queen
of Eleusis. Metaneira offers Demeter a cup of
wine, but she refuses it, saying that it would be
sacrilege. Instead, she asks for a kykeon (210)
made of water, barley and tender pennyroyal
(ἄνωγε δ ̓ ἄρ ̓ ἄλφι καὶ ὕδωρ / δοῦναι μίξασαν
πιέμεν γλήχωνι τερείνῃ, 208-209).
CQ

water. For us today, it would seem more logical
to use hot water to brew a kind of herbal tea,
which would allow the pennyroyal to develop
its full flavour. At our kykeon degustation in
the Gallery it quickly became evident that a
mixture of barley-meal, pennyroyal and cold
water simply tastes more or less like water. But
maybe, in Antiquity, one took pleasure in the
small bursts of flavour that enliven the beverage whenever one bites on a pennyroyal leaf.

Demeter’s Kykeon
Pour cold water into a glass, sprinkle some
barley-meal over it and flavour with tender pennyroyal leaves. Mix well.
In the Eleusinian Mysteries, the drinking of
a kykeon by the initiates marked the transition to the final, culminating phase of the
ten-day festival. After the public celebrations
in Athens, the procession on the Sacred Way
to Eleusis and a night-long revel with singing and dancing, the initiates spent the sixth
day resting and fasting in preparation for the
secret rites that were celebrated in the interior
of the sanctuary, which no one, under pain of
death, was permitted to reveal. The fast was
ended by imbibing a kykeon. What followed
left the initiates “filled with awe and even
confusion, but also overflowing with bliss
and joy.” (G. Mylonas, Eleusis, 1961, esp.
258-261).
Fascinated by the ability of the Mysteries,
over the course of several centuries, to unfailingly provide the initiates with such an
intense emotional experience, the ethnomycologist R. Gordon Wasson and the Classical
scholar Carl A.P. Ruck studied the question of
whether the perception and emotional state
of the initiates might have been influenced
by psychoactive substances added to the kykeon. They requested Albert Hofmann, the
Swiss chemist who had discovered LSD, to
investigate whether it would have been possible for the ancient Greeks to isolate a hallucinogen from ergot (Claviceps purpurea), a
parasitic mushroom which grows on cereals
and grasses. Chemical analyses showed that
the ergot of barley and of Paspalum distichum, a grass widespread in the Mediterranean basin, contained the water-soluble psychoactive substances ergonovine and lysergic
acid amide. Thus, it would have been possible
for the hierophants of Eleusis to cultivate ergot systematically and to provide the initiates with a kykeon that would have had an
effect similar to that of LSD. These effects include extreme changes of mood, the distorted
perception of space and time, visual hallucinations, the sensation of detachment from
one’s body, fear, sweating and nausea. Wasson and Ruck argue that such sensations and
experiences correspond to those described in
ancient testimonies, but sadly do not provide
clear references for these sources (R. Gordon
Wasson, The Road to Eleusis, 1978, esp. 21,
25-34, 36-37, 80-81).
Hipponax, who in his poems delighted in
“overstepping boundaries” (Gerber, Greek
Iambic Poetry, 1999, 381), not just with regard to metre but also to content, would surely have welcomed such an additive to his
pharmacon against suffering. In the Gallery,
however, we did not dare to sip a psychedelic
kykeon.
15
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Highlight

A Proud Greek Citizen
By Martin Flashar
Never before since the launch of the euro as
the common currency of the European Union
in 2002 have Greece, its people, their mentality and the principles (and shortcomings) of
Greek democracy been discussed as widely
and as intensively as they have this summer.
If we archaeologists, ancient historians, classicists and experts in south-eastern Europe had
been consulted a good ten years ago and if
there had been a readiness to consider the European project in terms of more than just economics, we might have been able to promote a
better understanding of Greek history, and, by
extension, of its people, right from the start.
All the more gratifying, against such a backdrop, is this chance to present to you today a
wonderful marble statue of an ancient Greek
bursting with vigour and self-importance. For
fifteen years, it was loaned to the Antikenmuseum Basel by the museum’s director of many
years’ standing, Prof. Ernst Berger, before being relocated to the Gallery Cahn – which in a
way is a pity, since in many respects this robed
statue of a male figure fit the public context of
the museum perfectly.
Who does the statue depict? It cannot be a
god or hero, since in Greek iconography the
characteristic garb, consisting of a long mantle (Greek: himátion) wound tightly round the
body leaving both arms covered, is restricted only to certain types of portrait art. The
original head is missing, moreover, leaving us
without any further clues as to the subject’s
identity. It could, perhaps, have been the portrait of a poet, philosopher or orator. Comparable pieces at any rate show that the subject
is most probably a private individual, a worthy citizen being honoured in a very prominent way.
In addition to the size of the piece, which given
a height of 1.63 metres today would have been
significantly larger than life-size originally,
the main argument for an identification of the
figure as a public, or semi-public honorific
statue is that provided by the drapery and posture. A barely mobile figure standing frontally
with an engaged left leg and free right leg, his
left arm held close to the body and completely
hidden underneath his mantle, the right arm
in a sling held diagonally across the breast –
this is exactly how numerous portraits of citizens dating from the Hellenistic Period and
even the Roman Imperial Era look. The mantle
(under which we can presumably imagine a
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STATUE OF DIOSKOURIDES OF DELOS, detail, 138–
137 B.C.

MARBLE TORSO, male honorific statue, Hellenistic, ca.
150–130 B.C., height 163 cm, formerly in the private
collection of Prof. Ernst Berger, from 1993–2009 on loan
to the Antikenmuseum und Sammlung Ludwig Basel. 		
Price on request.

long chiton as undergarment) as iconographic cipher of the politician, the drapery and a
composition redolent of Late Classical orators
(the famous Aischines, for example) – these
are the traditions and intentions conveyed by
the statue itself.
But when and where was this expressive sculpture made? Without a doubt it bears a close
affinity to similar Hellenistic portraits dating
from the 2nd century B.C. Several examples
from the island of Kos could be cited here, all
of them made around or soon after 150 B.C.
Especially revealing is the comparison with
the statue of a Dioskourides of Delos, which
shares a plinth with that of his wife Cleopatra and was set up in his own private home,
even if we can be fairly certain that it was
also shown off to half the island from time to
time. To be found here are the same, deeply
furrowed, parallel folds at the kolpos, the same
broad swaths of cloth sweeping down across

the body, some of them with sharp ridges and
deep valleys behind them, and next to them
the same, almost linear, cord-like folds that
are softer and doughier in character; finally,
there are the barely raised flat folds generally
interpreted as the pattern of the weave. The
Delos group has a fixed dating of 138–137
B.C. With this point of reference for the date
and assuming a place of origin in the eastern
Aegean or even the coast of Asia Minor, our
torso has in the end revealed quite a lot about
itself.
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